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DC CONTEST 4 TOOK FLYING GVST-O
Ah the Northwest's winters! It took real gusto for North~est ~port Race
Drizzle'Circuit competitors to hang in there at Contest No.4, and those ~ho did
flew through all kinds of typical Northwest winter. The day was a display case
of the good and bad of living and flying in a part of the country where the
flying season lasts all year long for those with waterproof skin.
The day will be remembered as perhaps the worst day -- and one of the best
-- upon which a Northwest contest ever. has been held. Wind gusts that bent
the trees over, rain showers that rained kittens and puppies if not cats and
dogs, interspersed with periods of dry and calm, and even a little sunshine.
The weather was too much for some ~ the more conservative co~petitors and
several people left early, but those who stayed generally survived with their
equipment and sanity intact. After five years of winter racing, most of the
fliers are prepared for all kinds of conditions.
The contest kept alive the championship hopes of Greg Beers in Northwest
Sport Race and Dave Green in Super ~port Race, though neither ~on their premier
events. Both remain vulnerable to a rush by the second place competitors in
their respective events in the finale April 10, as usual at Portland's Delta
Park.
The day started with the revival of Northwest jport Combat, the low-key
fun··version of the streamer-chasing competition. The wind made the flying
interesting but the event came off without too many problems and gave the
racers an indication that their planes would indeed penetrate the bumpy air.
Glenn Salter, using a very creative version of all-level flight lsome of
the greatest climbs and dives ever seen in combat) managed to slip through into
first place, besting John Thompson in a final match that ended with one cut
apiece and air time. Third place went to Mike hazel and his $1 flea market
Shoestring, and fourth went to Will Namura's M&P Cardinal. All entries used
the obligatory Fox 035 stunt and the two finalists used Sterling rtin6masters.
Competitors he~d a meeting before the racing started at which some
proposed that the contest be canceled because of the weather conditions.
Contest Director John Thompson, with one eye on the rule book and the other
on the competitors who were prepared to race, made the somewhat unpopular
decision to continue. The decision was made to reduce the number of planes
per heat in sport race to increase safety.
As it turned out, one place whacked the asphalt in a strong wind gust
that caused it to barrel roll, but that crash of Steve Cole's Yak was the
only wind-relaGed mishap of the day. In fact, conditions gradually improved
throughout the day until, by the time of the super sport racing, the wind
was not a serious concern.
Dave Green captured the sport race in a split final race (two planes
each in two l40-lap races. Dropouts and Cole's mishap had reduced the field
to four planes, so the second round was canceled and the four went straight
to the feature. Times were~'t fast but the racing was clean and Green 1 s
9:58 was a comfortable margin in front of Beers, who got second place points.
Rich Schaper powered to his first feature race this season in super sport,
with his K&B/Bobcat combination. Again, times were relatively slow in super
sport~ including the $:26 final winner.
Green was second at 9:14. The super
sport final took an hour because of a long delay caused by a decision made by
the competitors involved to allow Green time to repair his airplane, which
was damaged in a crash caused by a broken line in the first attempt at running
the feature. The other two finalists shut down because of an ensuing line
tangle. Green's mishap technically qould have disqualified him but the usual
Northwest sportsmanship !?revailed and Schaper and Naemura decided to ,vait for
the repair. The Green f~notaur could not be repaired (bellcrank pUlled out
on post-repair test) but the power and fuel systems were transferred to a
backup Cro-~~gnon SS and the race was re-flown.
Slow rat is the secondary event at the Drizzle Circuit finale in April
(see Il'Nhere the Action Islf for details). Final circuit trophies will be
awarded and the perpetual mammoth trophies for NWSR and r~Sj will be handed
on to the new winners~

DC#4, continued
..
rJ1any thanks are deserved by Marge Schaper, ;;,ho again provided fine food
for the DC contestants with the proceeds going to Flying Lines~ We now know
that ~Brge is great with chili and hot dogs, and we can't wait to find out what
wi 11 be next l
Here are the complete results of DC Contest No.4:
NCR THVlEST SPORT COMBAT (6 entries)
1. Glenn Salter, Seattle, Wash. -- 3 wins, no losses. Sterli~g Kingmaster,
42" span, Sup~r Coverite ~inish, Fox .35 stunt, Zinger 8~x7 wood prop,
Magnum plug, 0heldon r s 15% nitro fuel, Perfect tank, Hot Rock handle.
2 0 John Thompson, Cottage Grove, Ore. -- 2-1.
30 Mike Hazel, Salem, Ore. -- 2-1 (incl. consolation).
4. Will ~aemura, Portland, Ore o - - 1-2.
NORTHW~ST SPORT RACE (5 entries)
1. Dave Green, Astoria, Ore. -- 9:58. ~terling Yak-9, Fox .35 stunt, other
data unavailable.
2. Greg Beers, Vancouver, Was~ -- 10:19.
3. John Thompson, Cottage Grove, Ore. -- 10:20.
4. Glenn Salter, Seattle, Wash. -- Disqualified, over-run.
NW SUPER SPORT RACE (6 entries)
1. Rich Schaper, Kelso, Wash. -- 8:26. Bobcat, Kilsdonk design, 37~" span
34 oz., balsa/plywood/spruce, Super Poxy/Monokote finish. K&B .35, 8kx7
epoxy glass prop, GloBee 2v Racing plug, Sh~on's 25~ nitro fuel, fastfill,
shutoff, Schaper uniflow 3~-oz. tank, Hot nock handle.
20 Dave Green, Astoria, Ore. -- 9:140
3. Will Naemura, Portland, Ore. -- 13:53.
4. Mike Hazel, Salem, Ore. -- 3:51 heat.
COMBAT PYRAMID
Round 1: Bill Varner d. Mike Hazel, Glenn Salter d. Dick McConnell, John
Thompson bye, Will Naemura bye.
Round 2: Salter d. Hazel, Thompson d. Naemura.
Consolation: Hazel d. Naemura.
Final: Salter d. Thompson.
RACING HEAT WINNERS
WN SPORT RACE: Round 1: Dave Green (4:53), Greg Beers (5:06)
Round 2: Canceled, all entrants to feature.
NW SUPER SPORT RACE: Round 1: Rich Schaper U :44), l.Jill Naemura (4:20).
Round 2: Dave Green (3:50), Mike Hazel (3:51).
SERIES STATISTICS, 1982-83 NCRTHWEST SPORT RACE DRIZZLE CIRCUIT
CHAMPIONSHIP POINT STANDINGS
FAST HEATS
J:tACE
NORT-r:['vV1i:ST SPORT RACE
NiH SUPER SPORT RACE
NWSR: 4: 27 -- Greg Beers TIl
1 0 Greg Beers • • • 29 1 •._Dave Green • • • 24 NWSS: 3:24 -- Dave Green (1 )
2. Dave Green • • • 24 2. Rich Schaper •• 19 FAST FEATURES
3. John Thompson •• 16 3. John rhompson •• 12 NWSR: 8:48 -- Greg Beers (1)
4. Glenn Salter.
15 4. Mike Hazel • • • 11 N\~SS: 7:17 -- Dave Green (J)
5. Bill Varner • • • 10 5. Alan Stewart •• 10 PRELIMINARY HEATS wON
6. SKARE Team • • • 9
6. Will Naemura •• 8
NWSR: 5 -- G. Beers, D. Green
7. Dick Peterson •• 3
7. SKARE Team • • • 6
NWSS: 7 -- Dave Green
8. Gene ~a~. • • • 2
8. Dick Peterson. • 4
PRELIMINARY HEATS FINISHED
9. Rod Watson • • • 1
9. Bruce Guenzler
1
NWSR: 7
D. Green, G. Salter
10. Drew DePauli •• o
Greg Beers . • • 1
NWSS: 8 -- Thompson, Green, Schape
Steve ·Cole. • • 0
0

NORTH~ffiST

REGIONAL SPECIALS

RH TD starter springs •••••• sale price ••• o • • • ~3.00
LH TD starter springs •••••••••••••••••••••••.' 2.50
TD left-hand crank ••••.••.••••.••••••.•••••• 9.00
.049 reed "Killer Crank" ••.••••••••• o • • • • • • • 6.50
.049 devarnishing brush •.•.•..••.••••••••••• 2.75
.049 cylinder shims (2-pak} •••••••..••••••••• 75
.008x50 solid lines •••••••••••••••..•••••••• 2.80
.012x35 braided lines •••.•••.••••.....•••.•• 3.00
.015x60 braided lines ••••.....••............ 3.50
.018x60 braided lines •••••••.•••••.••••••••• 3.75
.049 reset tool and fixture ••.•.•••••••••.•• 6.50
.049 blank cylinder & piston (no P?rtiTI6) ••• 9.00
TD .049 engine (limited quantities) •••• o • • • • 23.00
.051 piston & cylinder •••••••..•.••••••..••• 9.00
Postpaid on minimum
$6 order. Washington
residents add 7.5 % tax.

J&J ::iALES co.
713 Crescent
Sunnrside, wA 98944

(509) 837-5983
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NW

COMPETITION

STANDINGS

FLYING LINES' COMPILATION OF EVENT PLACINGS BY NORTHWEST
MODELERS COMPETING IN NORTHWEST REGION CONTESTS
.Northwest standing~ in the two sport racing classes were updated and 19a3
ranklngs for Northwest ~port Combat were established as a result of the March
Drizzle Circuit contest.
The standin~s below reflect the status'a the updated events as of ADril 1.
The racing standings are for 19a3 only and should not be confused with the
Drizzle Circuit standi~, which are listed elsewhere in the newsletter. FL
keeps track of the performances of Northwest fliers in Northwest contests
(A~~ Dist. XI and British Columbia).
Only standings which have cnanbed are listec
NORTHW~ST

SPORT RACE

(3 contests, 22 entries)

1. Greg Beers • • • •
2. Dave Green • • • •
3. John Thompson ••
4. SKARE Team • • • •
Glenn Salter • • •
0

21
17
16
a
a

NORTHWEST SPORT COMBAT
(1 contest, 6 entries)
1. Glenn Salter • • • 6
2. John Thompson • • • 5
3. Mike Hazel ••
4
4. Will Naemura • • • 3

NW SUPER SPORT RACE
(3 contests, 20 entries)
1. Dave Green • • • • 17
2. Rich SchaDer • • • 11
3. Mike Hazel.
• 10
4. Will Naemura • • • 7
5. Alan Stewart.
6
John Thompson. • • 6

OVEhALL RACING
(7 contests, 44 entries)
1. Dave Gre en . •
35
2. John Thompson • . • 22
3. Greg Beers . • • • 21
4. SKARE Team..
11
50 Rich Schaper • • • 11
6. Mike Hazel • • • • 10
7. Glenn Salter • • • a
OVERALL COMBAT
8. Will ~aemura • • • 7
(2 contests, 12 entries) 9. Alan Stewart • • • 6
1. John Thompson • • • 11 10. Bill Varner • • • 2
2. Glenn Salter.
. 6
Will Naemura.
• 6
~. Gene Pape ••
• 5
5. Dick Salter
•• 4
Mike Hazel. • .
4

RANDOM TIPS AND RIBS FROM THE FL WORKSHOP FLOOR

=====Carrier

fliers got your acts together? By February this year, the
Hi-Low Landings carrier newsletter was listing the following 1983 performances;
Profile, 318.5, Class I, 269.0, Class II, 427.3. Think you caG beaL that?
HLL is available by sending $6 due? to the Navy Carrier Society, c/o Leroy
Cordes, 1412 Jest Hood, Chicago, IL 606600
=====HLL Editor Dave Rolley makes a good point about proposals to delete
tre builder of the model rule from carrier: "I always thou6ht that we ~vere modelers
who competed with our models, not competitors who used models.!!
=====Combat fliers, how's your stock of competition .09 en~nes? 0ell, if
you plan to fly FAI combat in the future, you might write to Doc Laird Jackson,
the U.S. representative to the FAI rules ma~ing organization, and subbest that
he change his mind and vote against a 19$6 rules chanbe that would reduce the
size of engine in combat, speed, racing and power free fli 6 ht to .09. Laird
Jackson, 2322 Wilson Ave., Brostol, PA 19007.
=====More bad news. Duke Fox writes in the MACA nel;vslet ter that there ,dll
be no more Mk IV Combat Spe cials. Guess why? Yep. His new .36 he Combat ::>pecial
required modifying of the dies that made the CS and killed the combat production.
New engine will have carb, muffler mounts, longer shaft and no front bearing.
If you're concerned, write Duke at 5305 Towson Ave., Fort ~mith, Ark. 72901.
=====rvIore and more bad news. Bob Bearden of Bear j·[odel Produc ts report s
that the future of the 8~x6~ Top Flite Pylon Racing props is uncertain. A Top
Flite spokesman informs r1~CA that the production of the props will be limited
at best. That's no news to AI~ combat fliers who've had to scrape and scrounge
fo r them.
=====Sp:o;aking of MACA, FL Editor John 'thompson has been named lVlACA Dist.
XI vice president. Contact John on local MACA business.
=====PAMPA Editor Wynn Paul is still campaigning in Stunt ~e,vs for a
permanent Nats site in Dayton, Ohio. If you are interested, or not interested,
in having the Nats be in that one site every year, you might write ~ynn and
District VP Ed McCollough to support or oppose the idea. Here at FL, weTre
not to excited about a permanent site in Ohio. Lincoln, maybe, but not 0hio;
that would be the end of this writer's Nats trips.
=====The only thing needed to fly KC is Fiscal Fitness ••• Many people fall
in love with RC at Purse Sight. --Doug Dahlke.
=====The AMA is looking for exarnples of fine airplanes for the ne:J modeling
museum, 'nd it sounds like they could use some CL examples. "~;.Je are interest.ed
not only in radio control and scale, but all disciplines of modeling," says
their note. We should hope so.
Application forms can be obtained from the
Academy of Model Aeronautics, ~ational Center for Aeromodeling, 1810 3amuel
Morse Drive, "est8n, Virginia 22090.
Flying Lines
April, 1983
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WHERE THE ACT10N IS • •

Listed below are the conerol-line noael aviation even~s curren~:y ~no~n
to Flying Lines. If yeu or your organization is sponsoring an upcoffiin~ event)
concac~ F'L now.
.:1..11 eveni:.S l.is'Ced here are :i...i.'vL".-sanc'Cioned. unless oc,nenlise
noted. There is no charge fo~ listin 6 here) and ~L ~i11 dis'Cribu'C8 con'CBst
f2.vers free as '. . ell. All A~'Lil.-sanctioned even'Cs are open eo all .v.f..::,. members
unless other.vise noced.
May 15 ...•.• Kent, Wash --Seattle Skyraiders Spring Tune-up. Precision
Aerobatics, (three classes plus junior novice), Sorta Scale.
Boeing Space Center. Contest Director: gave Mullens,
15559 Palatine Ave. N., Seattle, WA 98133 (206) 365-5436
May 28&29 ••• EUGENE, OREGON--- Northwest Regional ControLLine Championships
Rat Race, Slow Rat Race, Goodyear, NWSR, NWSSR, Class I Mouse
Race, Class II Mouse Race, AMA, FAI, tA and Slow Combat, MIlA
precision scale, and profile scale, Class I, II, and Profile
Carrier, Precision Aerobatics (three classes), Balloon Bust,
tA, A, B, D, Jet, Formula 40, and FAI Speed,
Also: displays, concessions. camping hobby shop, party,
rest room faoilities, restaurant, airline connections.
Site: Mah10n Sweet Airport, Eugene. Sponsor: Eugene Propspinners
in cooperation with other NW clubs. Prizes: Trophies and about
'
$2,000 of merchandise. Contest Director:
Dave Green, 200 W
Franklin Ave., Astoria, Oregon 97103
(503) 325-7005
June 12 •••.. ASTORIA, OREGON
1983 Clambash.
Precision Aerobatics.
Fast Combat, tA Combat. NW Sport Race, NW Super Sport Race,
Clam Scale, and Carrier (all classes) contact:
Dave Green,
200 W Franklin Ave., Astoria, OR 97103 (503) 325-7005
June 11&12 •• WESTERN CAN~DrAN CL FAI ELIMINATIONS AND r~ET
FAI Speed, Formula 40 Speed, record ration speed, Precision
Aerobatics. and Scale
Site: Coquitlam model airport,
Coquitlam, B.C. Contest Director: Bob Newman (604) 530-3916
July???? •• o Kent, Wash.--- Boeing Hawks Air Fair. Will somebody please
tell us what's going on, for a change?
July 24 .•••• SPANAWAY. WASH~~- Seattle Skyraiders and Bill's Hobby Town
Spanaway S~ectacular. (tentative) Precision Aerobatics, Slow.
Fast, and 2A Combat. contact: Dave Mullens, 15559 Palatine
Ave. N., Seattle, WA 98133 (206) 365-5436
Sept 10&11 •.• KENT, WASH --- Raider Roundup/Washington State Control Line
Championships, sponsored by the Seattle Skyraiders. FAI team
race, Rat Race. NWSR. NWSSR. Class I & II Mouse Race, Balloon Bust,

EUGENE'S TOY AND HOBBY
Your Northwest Regionals contest headquarters!
ET&H has provided one of the Northwest's most
complete stocks of control-line hobby supplies
since the sport was invented -- the Agerter
family has owned ET&H for almost half a century!

* FUEL
'* HARDWARE
'* TOOLS
* COVERINGS

*
*

PROPS

*

PLUGS

;;, ENGINES

::( KITS

*

ADHESIVES

If we don't have it, we'll order it!
We ship daily, UPS or mail. Call us!

*
*

MAGAL:INES

WOOD
PAINTS

rn

eUgene'6
Toy and
Hobby

Phone 344-2117
32 East 11 th Avenue
Eugene, Oregon 97401
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ACTION, continued
orofile

Class I-~~ ca~ier, slow, ~A and ~.~ ccmoac,
aerooatics 1 sor~a scale, spo~ or ?rec~sion scale,
Fo~ula 40 speed, reccrd-ra~io speed.
Trophies ~d ~ercta~di~e.
Site: Boeing S~ce Cen~er. Contes~ Director: Dave Mul~ens,
_ 15559 ?alat~neAve.,_~., Seatc.le, ','JA 98133. (206) J65-5~J6.
October 8o •.•• PORTL~fD, Ore. -- 01d-ci~ers ?un-?ly, featuring several even~s
to be announced later, 9:30 a.m.-2:JO p.m. ~ite: Delta Park.
Sponsor: Northwest Aeroliners. Information: ?rank ~acy, 5200
SE Jennings, Mil·...aukie, Or9., (503) 653-74.36. Field available
fer Stuntathon practice after 2:30 o.m.
October 9 ....• PORTLAND, Ore. -- Stuntathon 18J. 20ur P~~A precision aerobatics
classes~ 9:30 a.m.
Site: Delta Park. Sponsor: ~eattle Skyraiders.
Information: Don McClave, 7719 SE 28ta Ave., Portlana, OR 97202,
(503) 771-8453. Contest Director: Dave Gardner, 8133 184th ~t.
SW, Edmonds, WA 98020 (206) 771-4787.
~arrier,

pr9cisi~n

[~)- HOOK NOOK
navy

carrier

notes

by

orin

humphries

Remember when we '",ere kids? Our parents were forever saying, "Don't do
thus and so or you'll get hurt."
But we did it anyway. And one day we found
out why
they said that all the time. At that point, we said to ourselves,
nBy golly, if I do that, I'm going to get hurt." No, this column isn't on
safety. It's on a trait everyone has, the habit of never really hearing
something, like advice, until we say it to ourselves. Think about it. Fear
not, fellow hookers, this won't be some kind of sermon. I donlt listen to those
any more than anyone else. This is about •••
PRACTICE
A few years ago an old pro told me that we in our club would never get to
be good at anything if we tried to do everything and never concentrated, just
for a while, on one thing. Being like everyone else, it went in one ear and
got lost or something.
But I got tired of always having something that needed changing on my
carrier birds. I couldn't just go
to the field and simply fly it, and
then take it horne and put it on the wall for another week. And I got tired
of the fact that all of my carrier landings were actually a matter of chance;
put the plane on a ballistic path, like a spear,
from some place in the
sky and hope the ropes would be under the bird when it impacted upon this
planet. True, I hit the right planet 100% of the time •••
I faced, the fact that I would have to put my sport racer and stunter
aside and concentrate on carrier for a time, or there would never be an end
to the poor results I was getting. After a year of only carrier, most of the
problems were gone, landings vastly improved (I am now the pilot instead of an
observer holding a handle), and I was about ready to go back to other flying
areas, maybe sport race next. I will eventually do it all (well ••• ) but I'll
add them one at a time. And I've had to say this all to myselfe before I really
heard it.
But there are two major deterrents to practicing carrier. That's why we
are all such rotten pilots (clmon, now, who among us is great?). Plywood decks
destroy airplanes. Raise your hand if you've torn off a landing gear on the
raised edge of a deck panel, or seen it. And arrested landings do a number
on the bird eventually.
If we Spokane pilots show up at a contest someday and find a grass/crepe
paper deck as in the rule book, we will thank you. We prefer thema Botg of us.
We don't transport a deck any more.
We set up a "landing zone II ~vith a
piece of old hose and all landings are aimed at that area. We don't string
ropes, either. vlliy should we? You can shoot five to eight landings per flight,
like touch and goes, instead of maybe four landings per day when the ropes are
up. If you hit the zone, you made your arrested landing in principle, ana no
wear on the plane.
The hose marks only the inner edge of the deck and only the landing area.
I fact, it marks only half a landing area. Think you couldn't hit only half
anlanding area? Right.--until you practice just a little. Surprisingly little.
I used to start practicing two months before the contest and then only
rarely afterwards until next contest. One year I began in June practicing for
the following May (Northwest Regionals). I couldnlt get the bubs out of the
plane and get proficient with just two months work.
~~y half a landing zone?
Two reasons. If you put up a big target, you'll
spatter allover it, but if you put up a tiny one, you'll soon be ma~ing a_small
group. We practice under only the best conditions and with no pressure. ln a
contest, the weather is usually rotten and we are a bit pressed. The size of
Flying Lines
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HOOK NOOK, continued
our IIgr6upf~ (tire tracks area) \-'/ill grow. 'lhat's no problem for us now, because·
we shoot for a small area and have a lot of deck left over in
a real life
contest.
I sometimes have stretched out a single rope with no bags on it and shot
for it. Don't ask how I did ••• It's a great way to pressure yourself to
improve. Keeps you humble.
It has helped me and my buddy immensely. But we had to say it to ourselves
before we got serious about practice. I hope that you will hear yourself saying
it someday, because I'm sure you will enjoy the results. Fair winos and following
seas.
--Orin Humphries, 5208 N. Elgin, Spokane, v~A 9920$.
THE

FLYING

FLEA

MARKET

TRADE ONLY -- Custom tuned Supertigre .46, by Gene Martine with Martine i>luffler,
brand new with one bench run by Gene. For the refined and polished
stunt flier. These are state-of-the-art and no longer produced.
Ed Robbert and rhke Mustain "uni" r,anks. bob Hunt Max • 40F~R
muffler nev.J. Many Mark III ald IV Fox Combat ,jpecials, Fox .15
BBs and Rossi for F2D combat, and several TeeDees for ~A.
Assorted other top notch competition-oriented super equipment.
Would like to trade for ignition engines in excellent or better
condition, or RC pattern equipment. ~hat have you got to pop my
pistol? rtory Tennison, Rt. 2 Box 224-A, Libby, Mont. 59923. 44-45.
HANDLES -- Limited supply of 0avis 2!3-line handles available. New in box, .
lighter than E-Z Just. $4 postpaid. Not suggested for fast combat
or heavy models. DO-ER PRODUCrS,see
below. 44-45-46.
WOOD ANALYSIS ~- For those interested in light models, I do density/weisht
analysis @ $5 and up, plus postage. Examples: G. Nobler,
$15, a/2 stuff (solid), $5. SASE for inquiries, please.
DG-ER PRODUCTS, 1037 ~astman, Oshkosh, Wis. 54901. 44-45-46.
FOR SALE -- Two new Rossi R15 ABC engines, $210. John Salvin, 17 Jewel Court,
Orinda, CA 94563 (415) 254-7720. 44.
For Sale •••• Profile Carrier Combo.
K&B 35 plain bearing RC Sterling
Hellcat kit, J Roberts 3 wire bellcrank. All new in box.
$75 value, asking $49 plus shipping r
Mike Hazel, 1040
Windemere Drive NW, Salem, Oregon 97304
t

I,'i~fgj
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IT:....---_C_U_TS
combat

news

& -KI-L-LS--by

john

thompson

In an earlier column we talked about the various approaches to beginning
in the exciting sport of combat flying. ~e talked about ~hich even~s to try
first, how to go about acquiring the proper equipment, and what to expect in
the way of costs and problems. Now that we've got ourselves to the point of
having a stack of the proper airplanes, equipment, engines and tools, it's time
to address the actual business of flying -- the part of combat about which the
least is written.
The novice combat flier approaches his first contest with three areas of
concern and apprehension. We will discuss one of those more than others, but
we'll try to touch on the major theme linking all three of these questions -or, more correctly, the answer that applies to all of them. First the answer:
None of these concerns is worth the amount of worry the novice applies to them.
Now the questions:
1. How do I keep from crashing when the compat starts?
2. What do I do in a line tangle?
3. How do I plan my strategy?
After having stated the general theme of my answers to these quescions
(Relax -- it's no· big deal), I will now discuss the problems in more detail.
CRASHING
\1e'11 tackle the subject of crashing first because it's the one about which
we can give the least advice. Crashing is something, alas, which is simply a
fact of life for the novice. There is no piece of advice that can be given that
will keep a beginner from crashing frequently. However, we have observed that
the tendency to crash does decrease with time -- and time itself is the best
cure for crashitis. One unusual law of nature is that the
transition from
crashing a lot to hardly ever crashing seems to occur overnight. Just about the
time you feel you'll never get the hang of flying combat, the crashitis will
suddenly disappear. That is when your equipment will begin to last longer and
your success rate begin to soar.
In the meantime, there are a few things you can do to reduce the frequency
of your encounters with terra firma. First, and in keeping with our theme, quit
worrying about it! As long with you fly with one eye on the ground, you'll
hit it sooner or later. Any good strong-flying combat plane in ~A, FAI or AMi\.
events will not crash by itself, even if it's out of control, if it's in some
kind of turn with high enough altitude. What lesson does that teach us?
First of all, it tells us to fly high. If ~e lose control, or lose sight
of the airplane (or can't tell by feel what it's doing), crank in some kind of
turn control. The plane should stay where it is and loop until we find it and
~et it back under control.
If our opponent wants to fly low, we'll let him.
Chances are, he'll be more interested in coming after us wherever we are, and
he'll come up to us.
Second, it tells us to concentrate on our opponent, not on our worries about
crashing. Our opponent, we will presume, is a more experienced flier and he's
not going to crash. If we're chasing him, we won't crash either. He may try
to fake us into the gKllnd, but we're
not going to be fooled because if he gets
that low, we're going to stay higher.
Again observing that a good combat plane won't crash from stalling or slack
lines, we also know that we're pretty safe as long as we're either heading or
turning in the direction of our opponent. It's when we're trying to be cute by
being evasive or strategic that we're liable to let our minds get confused and
turn us into the dirt instead of into the sky.

So, for the unlimited-design events, our rules of thumb are to relax,
chase our opponent, say high, and when in doubt, turn!
The rules of thumb are different when flying slow or sport combat because
we can't depend on the airplane quite as much. Here we want to avoid consecutive
sharp maneuvers because the plane will stall and fall from the sky or go slack
on the lines. We want turns separated by sections of straight upright or invertec
flight (even vertical down is OK, but not too much vertical climbing). ~e also
pay particular attention to wind direction, and don't let our opponent draw us
upwind if it's windy. Again, we concentrate on going \vhere our opponent is, and
that should keep us out of the ground alon6 with our general high flying.
But all of this won't keep us from crashing, so we must be prepared for
the inevitable wreck. That means our pit box
must have the appropriate repair
equipment. Besides the proper tools for engine bolts and prop nuts, etc., the
box should contain a cyanoacrylate glue (hot Stuff, etc.), a cannister of
baking soda to help the glue stick, rubber bands, spare props,
etc. Some
strong postal tape, popsicle sticks, etc., can be useful if tney don't take up
too much space in the box. Then learn by practice how to make quick repairs.
You'll be amazed at what junkpiles you can repair unaer pressure.
Flying Lines
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CUTS & KILLS, continued
LINE TANGLES
For many combat beginners, the fear of a line tangle causes ulcers. They're
just at a loss to guess what they would do once the tangle starts. Again, some
actual experience makes the fear go away. what to do in a line tangle is fairly
elementary, but it is the subject of controversy because there are two schools

of thought on proper etiquette.

First the technical analysis of a line tangle -- how we oet into them and
how we get out. A line tangle occurs when the planes loop around each other
and do not reverse the process immediately with an 8-shaped maneuver. That's
how we get in. To get out, we simply do loops in the opposite direction.
Generally, one loop is simply referred to as a "wrap" and '..vill come undone in
normal flying. Two loops is a real tangle and takes some deliberate flying to
get out of. As long as we remember how we get in, we can get out. O"~e we
forget how we got in, then we're in trouble.
Here is where the schools of thought about what one should do begin to
diverge.
One school of thought is that one should immediately turn one's attention
to flying out of the tangle. Some fliers will begin a narrative of instructions:
"Do outsides!" to lead the planes out of the tangle. Other fliers simply ignore
the tangle and keep flying combat. (Remember, the planes will keep responding
normally until there are quite a few wraps.)
_
Most fliers are somewhere in the middle, though I lean a bit toward the
latter perspective. I believe it's OK to make at least an attempt to fly out
of the tangle, but do not allow the tangle to become my primary concern. Here,
then, is Thompson's First Law of Line Tangles: Wnile you fret about tangling,
your streamer is dangling!
Here is what I do about line tangles, and I think it's the safest course
in terms of the overall objective of combat, which is to score cuts and kills:
I more or less automatically note the direction from which the tangle was
entered, which is something that comes more natural as your flying experience
increases. With that sense in mind, I usually will eventually reverse direction
and fly back out of the tangle if I can do so without getting into a dangerous
pattern of 8-shaped maneuvers, which a good opponent will notice and counteract.
That means sometimes we'll go a oouple of loops and then a couple of loops back
out, always varying the routine, always keeping combat at thewp of our ?riorities.
If we get into a tangle that we can't remember our way out of is when I
become hard-core in my combat-first bias. When the other guy starts shouting
~nstructions, I plug my ears (psychologically speaking) and refuse to pay attentior
'lhose instructions will erase your concentration and set you up for a kill. I
just aim that prop nut toward the other guy's streamer and forget the tangle.
You'll either come out of it by accident or tpe situation will end in a crash or
cutaway.
There are a couple of important rules to remember for the sake of sportsmanshi
and safety: If a bad tangle does occur, don't flyaway from it; keep your plane
in the same air space. Flying apart will guarantee a crash and could cause a line
break or flyaway. If a crash occurs as a result of a tangle, here's what to do:
If you are flying the plane that's still aloft, set up some consecutive figure 8s
or loops one way and the other, while the other pilot unwraps the tangle. Do not
start going around and around, because you'll mummify yourself with the other guy'E
lines and makei~ impossible for him to clear it. Likewise, if your plane goes
down, don't run away~--Stay there and untangle the mess~If you are in the pit
crew, don't pick up the downed plane until the tangle is clear -- don't even
go into the circle if you value your scalp.

UN1PtaWSTVNT T!NIS
SYNT.c..=:'.l.IC and/or CASTOR
LUE3ICANTS
~O & NON*~T~CEL2NDS
CA?AC!T!2S:

1~

NZ..J II Full-31zed X-Sects

to 6 ounces

in our 1982

s ~c.=:'9 s )"
':0:

C AROLI~ A.-T A.FFI~DER
8345 Delhi Road
C:-JarlesTon rieight~. S.C. 29405
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CUTS & KILLS, continued
So the rule of thumb for tangles is; Uon't lose sight of your objec0ive
of flying combat, and if you can't see the obvious path out of the tanble,
forget it and fly combat.
STRATEGY
More novice combat fliers have been beaten by their own strategy than by
anything their opponants have done. The longer one flies,combat, the less
strategy one applies.
Combat, particularly AMA and ~A combat with their
kills,is a basically non-strategi~ event. More strategy is involved in no-kill
events like slow and FAI, but once again, the basic objectives are simple.
Because of its speed, combat is very difficult to plan in advance; in fact,
attempting to follow an advance plan is more likely to cause problems (i.e.
crashes) than it is to help.
Because of the differences, we' 11 split strategy into t.vo categories: kill
and no-kill combat.
KILL COMBAT: AMA and !A.
These events are very much like boxing inthat the world's best strategy
won't beat a single knockout punch. In this way, these events are examples of
ultimate, divine simplicity. Kill or be killed. These matches very seldom
go the entire five minutes for a "decision." Barring collisions and fatal
,~rashes, they almost always end in
kills. Defense is difficult and dangerous.
Ihat means, ,tDtwist a
football term, the best defense is a good offense.
Some beginning fliers--try to planout some- o-pening maneU'ier or flylne;'ityle
that will make them unpredictable and give them the upper hand, which.is
basically a defensive attitude. This is false preparation because it does not
take the other flier into account. It is important to learn to never do anything
every time, and not make your decisions indeD€ndent of the other pilot.
There is only one effective kill combat strategy: Aim for the other string.
There is only one safe defensive position: Behind the other plane.
If your plane is behind the other plane and following it, and/or if you are
aiming at the other string, you are doing the best possible strategiC maneuvers
you can make. All other factors, with the possible exception of being too
predictable, are irrelevant. If you must make advance preparation, try to know
the other pilot's style. Is there one particular thing he is very good or very
weak at? Think about that, and then shove the information in the back of your
mind. You can't plan your match based on it, but
it might come in handy
to know at mid-match.
NO-KILL CO MBAT:
Much of wha twas said above holds true here. All things being equal, your
best position is to be following and attacking, particularly early in the lliatch
when the score is even. However, in these events you are not aiming for the
string but for the streamer. The objective is to score repeated cuts, instead
of one single cut.
Some very confident fliers will attempt to give their opponent the entire
streamer early in the match, sacrificing one cut in hopes of getting several
back. If you think you're that good a flier, go ahead and try it; yruprobably
don't need my advice. If you're not sure you can score two or three more cuts,
I wouldn't recommend it.
Defense becomes a morenable option in no-kill events. If you can get
ahead by two or three cuts, you can finish the match by keeping away from the
other plane. Doing so with only one cut is risky because you're forced to
assume the judges saw the cut -- and they do make mistakes. i'here are various
kinds of defensive flying. One method is to fly low and .inverted, but a good
opponent will slip under you and make a turn and you've got a tangle that forces
you back into combat. Another good method is simply to get behind the other
plane and follow it -- it's the one place he can't attack you. Probably the
best defensive flying method is to just run away. If the plane comes to your
side of the circle, you fly to the o~her side. wnerever he is, you aren't, and
vice versa. Make sure you're watching the opponents plane and not just flying
unpredidably or you'll fly in front of him.
GENERAL STRATEGIC FACTORS:
It is advisable in both kinds of combat to know the score. Remember who
has the most air time and who has the cuts. The pilot may have trouble with the
cuts if he is a beginner but the pit crew can help keep track. This data may
help you decide whetre r to fly defensively in no-kill combat or whether to
come up after a pit stop. Most fliers are sportsmadike nowadays to come up
whether they're ahead or behind, just to make a match of it, but beginning fliers
may find it useful to use their down time to their advantage. Remember, down
time counts against you in FAI.
Finally, to reiterate the general rules of combat apprenticeship: There
is no substitute for preparation and practice; good, straight, light and strong
planes, reliable engines, a well-planned and stocked pit box, and lots and lots
of flying are the essential elements. And once the match starts, fly to win,
not just to avoid losing!
--John Thompson, 1411 Bryant Ave., Cottage Grove, Oregon 97424
Flying Lines
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AIR

MAIL
..

COMMENTS •••••• NEWS ••••• VIEWS

FROM THE FLYING LINES READER
DEAR FL:
A few items that may be of interest.
Has anyone ever flown in a consistency
race? Any engine, any 9roP, any plane, any fuel.
Eachrontestant has one ounce
of fuel.
Prior to takeoff he tells the timer how long it will be oetween the
time his wheels break ~round and the time he touches down a~ain. For main heat,
fuel is increased to 3, 4 or whatever ounces.
All models can race under this
formula, including stunters. Good for ~etting folks interested or started in
racing.
Am enclosing a copy of a thing I sent to John Grigg and others in the rt~lli.
I strongly feel it would be helpful to look at the AbillTs failure to define what
a model airplane is -- and isn't.
Allow me to offer the following:
A FLYING MO~EL AIRPLANE IS!I~NTT
IT IS:

A small, light, inexpensive device which flies through the air, controlled by preprogramming or gUided during the flight for the enjoyment of
the flier/bUilder.
IT ISN'T: 1) Any craft over 10 Ibs. (or 5kg).
2) Any craft over 12 ft. span.
3) Any craft costing over ~500 in 1982 money.
4) Any craft with an engine over 1.25 cu. in.
5) Any craft generating income outside the field of modeling.
6) Any c raft not 51% construct ed by the flier, excludin6 e n&i- ne ,
wheels and prop.
Th e ho"Jls may start now • "hen finished, consider that the nLL110erS I have
offered are starting points and can be changed.
It is insufficient to define a
model only by weight.
Several parameters are required. failure to offer a
comprehensive definition of a model will result in drones and RPVs continuing
to be parked in the model airplane areas.
And unless new young blood is brought
into the hebby, your local hobby shop will soon run specials on UoanTs Fills arId
Geritol.ioo restrictive, you say? ~ovine feces!
FAI is hibhly restrictive
and has not killed the spirit of innovation.
Most of us have had it jammed down our throats that !TFlC pays the bills rT
--right? Well, tell you what, go to your local library and oet the November
1981 issue of NationTs Business, Page 95, column three, get it and read it.
Am enclosing a Xerox copy for you to share.
Now tell it to me abain.
(Editor's Note:
Here is the pertinent paragraph:
TIThe Hobby Industry Association says they (model aviators) spend about
$300 million a year on their avocation. That sum breaks down like this:
rlastic
kits, $175 milli9n;
control-line kits, free-fli~ht pJ.anes, gliders and rubberpowered planes, $60 million: radio-controlled aircraft, ~40 million, accessories
and fuel, $15 million.)
Enclosing a couple of elderly cartoons from Air Trails/AAM you may ~ish to
share.
--Doug Dahlke, 1037 Eastman, Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.
DEAR FL:
Hey •• ~I really enjoyed being with that wild, wet and wacky group 0unday.
It's the flrst DC I've attended, and was very impressed with the fun and
comradeship. Particularly enjoyed the demonstration on !THO'.'J to Be a ..Juccessful
Pit ~'!an.," I'm 3till having trouble with names, but I think it 'Nas Bill Varner
who shored us the 3-point Pit Slide and hescue Routine.
It was great, 2nd just
wi~h we had a camera at the time.
Pat webb said he'd never seen it done before
with such ITstyle and cla ss. IT
.
Am delighted that Mike is going to pick up the lines for us in v~del
Duilder.
I hope heTll be able to handle the demand on his time; we really
need him in there.
I know he'll have the support he needs from each one of
us.
One of the most impressive things I've noticed abo~t control-liners
individually and collectively is their unselfishness.
they are al~ays ~illin~
to help any way they can.
Everyone that I've met is that way. WhaG a great 0
group.
If the opening for ~d rep for FL is still available, lTd like to apply
for the job.
If it iS 1 lid like to help and will do my best ••• I've 60t a
couple of ideas to kick around \vi th you that may help t,he ]<'L kitty a little
bitty. Will write soon.
--Frank Macy, p.O. Box 548, vregon City, Oregon 97405~
?lying Lines
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AIR MAIL, continued
DEJ..R FL:
Well, I did it again.
I wrote to Duke Fox and asked abou~ rumOrs regarding
the Combat Special. He wrote back that he had indeed revamped nis dies and designed a special carb for the .36 Combat Special. This engine should be available
in May at a tentative price of ~59.95. This takes the engine out of the machine
shop conversion category and provides an over-the-counter readily available
high-performance low-cost engine.
At 8 ounces it is considerably lighter than the conversions (OJ .36, TWA
and Supertigre .36). Also, parts would be readily available by raiding some
combat fliers' parts bins.
Now some news:
I have recent information on the carrier records already seL for 1983.
Dave Wallick has a new profile record (tentative) of 318.5. This beats a score
of 303.1 by Bill Melton, although Bill's score was not at an AA or ni 6 her meet
and did not qualify for a record.
Pete Mazur holds the Class I record at 380.9 and Dave Wallick also holds
the new Class II record at 427.3. These scores seem to keep climbing hi~ner
and higher. To get into the Navy Carrier Society top ten standin6s took a
score higher than 254 in profile, 349 in Class I and 353 in Class II.
That was
just to get at the bottom of the list.
I have full-size diagrams for home-built 3-line control units if anyone
wants them.
--Bill Skelton, Box 105, Warrenton, OR 97146, NCAC Dist. XI.

REAL AIR MAIL
- - (Editor's note: The following letter is an iI)ter-:-office memo among
Flying Lines executive, reprinted here to give readers an insight into the
high-level business that takes pla~e between newsletter delivery date~)
Ho John,
Laura told me that you called on Friday night, ,reg?rding something about
an empty envelope, wondering what was supposed to be in it. This sounds silly
to me, as I sent it from work, where I always operate in a superb efficient
fashion.
So why would I send you an empty envelope? the answer is that it
was not empty.
I simply wanted to send you a sample of the day's air from
Salem. I thought this rather generous. Please let me know if you enjoyed
it or not.
hegards, Mike.
(Editor's note:
As it turned out, the air was not of very 600d controlline quality. We turned it over to Tom ~opriva to use with his indoor freeflights.)

Flying Lines
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RULES PROPOSALS CONTINUE
The Academy of Model Aeronautics is now processing cross-proposals for
A number have been receiv~d by the FL editor, ~hoois on
the Control Line Contest Board. .fe'll try to list the Cr:C7~S proposa ls iJhen
they've all been received, if space permits. In the mea~tlme, consult Model
Aviation for information. Please se!l.d your comr.ients to Jonn Thompson at FL.

1984 rules changes.

-

HOBBY

SHOP

DIRECTORY ••

FIRGROVE MODEL SIJPPLY -- Radio Control, Control-Line and Gliders. 10611 "136th
St. Eas~, Puyallup, Wash. 9837J. (206) 845-7675.
Owned by R.B. flBob N Pfeiffer.
eed cop;, and~
HZRB'S SPEED & RACI~G PRODUCTS -- jpeed pans, epoxy glass
other sUPDlies. Send SAS~ for ~nuo. 1~21
M St., Merced, CA 95340. (209) 722-78)0.
Owned by Frank Hunt.

sE

This item is stolen from the pages of the CL-RPM newsletterl
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1A,11 BAYANT AVENUE

COITAGE GROVE, OREGON 97424

Flying Lines is produced monthly by a dedicated staff of vclunteers
interested in keeping lines of communication open bet~een North~est modelers.
FL is totally independent of any organization,

dependin~

entirely upon support

from subscribers, advertisers and donors.
FL is your link to the rest of the Northwest's control-line mOdelers.
Help keep it alive by spreading the word. wear your FL T-shirt ar0 tell your
buddies what it stands for. FL T-~hirts available at ~8 -- name your size and
color.
Frices for subscriptions: $5 for 5 issues and $9.50 for 10 issues.
Cana da and .'lexico: $5.50 for 5 issues and :;plO for 10 issue s. Overseas, frIO
for 5 issues and ~18 for 10 issues, U.S. funds, please. Premium subscriptions,
$25, U.S., Canada and Mexico only.
Advertising rates: $6 per half page, ~4 ~r quarter pabe, $1 for five lines
of classified advertising. Hobby Shop Directory, ~15 per year.
Here is the FL staff:
Publisher .••• Mike Hazel
Carrier .••.•• Orin Humphries Speed •••••• hike Hazel
Sditor ••••••• John Thompson ~erobatics••• Paul Walker
~cale ..••.• Urin Humphries
Photo Editor.Bruce Guenzler Combat •.•.••• Gene Pape
jport •.•••• Larry ",iles
John l'hompson 8eginners .. Jonn Thompson
Advertising •• Frank ~~cy
Racing ••••••• Mike Hazel
Staff opening: Engine columnist -- contact the editor!
Flying Lines
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28 & 29

Here's a report on the Regionals prep to dateo I have event directors for everything but sport race. super sport r~ce. rat. and mouseI
& 110 I have tentative director for combat and stunt. All other preps
seem to be going pretty well. I have a report thrtt field preps by the
Propspinners are proceeding, or will be shorty.
There will be a couple of minor changes this year. The speed circle
will open at 7:30 AM this year. instead of 8, as has been traditional.
This is in the hopes of getting the speed boys all the flights they
want and maybe finishing by 5:00. Hopefully this will also cut down
the mad rush at 4:45.
The registration fee will be $5 per event with a maximum charge of
The junior and senior fees will be $3 per event with a maximum
of $10. This is in hopes of covering the ever increasing cost of
putting on the Regionals. Maybe this year we can show a profit.

$25.

There will be the hot dog roast at the campsite Saturday evening.
More details on that later.
TD~ garage sale idea is taking shape.
If you fellers and gals have
wpndered how you could help Flying Lines, here's your chance. There
will be a FL benefit sale following regeistration both days.
Bring
all your stuff that you would like to donate or sellon consignment.
It doesn't have to be anything Teal expensive or fancy.
Half a roll
of solarfilm or a used x-acto knife would help. Also you might find
something you have wantsd all your life and never could find.
The
FL cut on the consignment articles will be 20%. So here's a way to
help a very worthy cause and sell your stuff, too. If we can raise
a couple hundred bucks we might not have to see the "we're broke"
paragraphs in FL anymore. There will be labels at the table for the
price stickers. The consignment stuff will have to have your name on
it and your asking price.

I have a report that the Propspinners are negotiating for a tent or
tarp of about 15 by 30 foot proportions. If anyone has a lead on a
good one for a very reasonable price let John Thompson or Mike Hazel
know o Sure would be nice to not have to fight the tarp ropes and
poles this year.

CONTEST
200 W

. .••..• Dave Green .••••.•
DAVE GREEN
DIRECTOR:

FRANKLIN,

ASTORIA,

15031

325-7005

OREGON 97103

nORTHweST
REGIOnALS -83
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28 & 29

CHRmPlonSHIPS

eUGene. OReGOn

events: COMBAT
RACING
AEROBATICS
SPEED
SCALE
CARRIER
BALLOON BUST
plus

DISPLAYS
$ 2,000 of awards

**************
FREE

SEATING

AMA

"AAA"

FOR

SPECTATORS

SANCTIONED

SUNDAY

SATURDAY
Profile Carrier .•.••••• 9.00 to 5,00
"
•
Class I Carrier .••••.•• n
"
Class II Carrier •••.••• "
"
Goodyear ••••••••••••••• 9,30
Slow Combat ••••••••••• 10,00
AMA Rat Race •••••••••• 11.00
FAI Combat •••••••••••• 12.00
Mouse Race I (Jr-Sr) ••• 1.30
Mouse Race I (Open) •••• 2.00
Profile Scale ..•••••••• 2,00
Mouse Race II •••••••••• 3.00
AMA Slow Rat Race •••••• 4.00
FAI Team Race •••••••••• 5.00

Speed Classes.
7.30
tA, A, B, D, Jet, FAI,
Formula 40
1,00
AMA fA Combat ••••••••••••• 9,00
NW Sport Race (Jr-Sr) •• ~ •• 9.30
NW Sport Race (Open) ••••• 10.00
Precision Aerobatics ••••• 10,00
AMA Fast Combat •••••••••• 11.00
NW Super Sport Race •••••• 12.00
AMA Scale •••••••••••• o • • • 12,00
Balloon Bust (J-3)(0) •••.• 2.00

to 12.00

&
to 5:00

to 1.00
to 5:00

SCHEDULE NOTES

*
*
*
*
*

Registration is open from 8 AM to Noon on both days
Event starting times will be held to close as possible
Precision Aerobatics entrants check at registration for meeting
AMA Scale entries should be in jUdging area at 10 AM
Awards will be presented on Sunday immediately after 5.00

'.

RULES INFORMATION

* AMA events are per current rule book.

*

*
*

*
*

Know the rules'
NW Sport Race., Fox 35 stunt-no mods, stock profile kits, single wheel
landing gear OK, no shutoff, no fastfill, suction feed, no hot glove.
NW Super Sport Race. Plain bearing single bypass .36 maximum, AMA Slow
Rat plane specs with. outboard suction tall1\.. Lines for both events are
.018 x 60 multi-strand. Write the contest director for full rules.
Profile Scale: Profile fuselage only, must represent actual plane, one
entry per individual, documentation required on obscure aircraft. Write
the contest director for full rules.
All combat events except for tA are flown double elimination.
Precision Aerobatics flown in three classes, a to 300 points for beginner,
300 to 450 for intermediate and advanced, 450 plus for expert.
Events that will be flown over grass circles are, Precision Aerobatics,
NW racing events, combat, Carrier, Balloon Bust, and Profile Scale.
OTHER INFORMATION

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

AMA or MAAC membership is required of all participants. AMA membership
is available at registration.
Only participants and officials are allowed in the flying areas. All
others must stay outside of roped off or restricted areas.
Absolutely no alcoholic beverages on the flying field during meet hours.
Absolutely no parking on gravel areas in front of fenced fuel depots.
Awards, Trophies and merchandise thru third place in each event and age
grouping category. Value of awards is approximately $2,000.
Contest site is Mahlon Sweet Airport, Eugene, Oregon
There will be a benefit sale for Flying Lines newsletter with lots of
miscellaneous modeling merchandise.
Facilities. Overnite camping on the site is OK. RV rigs get directions
for parking. Restrooms are in the tower building and the main terminal.
A concession truck will be at the site most of each day. There is a
restaurant in the terminal building, along with vending items.

CONTEST DIRECTOR.

Dave Green,

200 W Franklin, Astoria, OR 97103

(503»)25-7005

·,

COMBAT'S BABY BEAUTIES
Drizzle Circuit ,Contest ~o. 3's 'A combat event brought out the state of
the art in the smallest of the combat planes. Top, taper-Ning copy of (did
we get this right?) Steve Hills foamie, flew better than most ~A tapers.
Gene Pape's foam Pupfighter, ultra-quick build, layout and flying characteristics of ,Cheap Imitation. Tom Kopriva's Cheap Imitation copy. Bill
Varner's foam I.e. plane. Dick Salter's Cheaper ~mitation, lightened.
Racing pics: Top. Hoy Beers, right, and Doren Howard pit Greg Beers sport
rqGer. Dick Salter, assisted by Beers, pits nifty SKARE Super 0port. Alan
Stewart releases super sport plane. Dick Peterson launches sport racer.

Flying Lines

April, 19B3
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